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The whole world is witnessing a pre-planned and highly organized criminal cover-
up of the deaths and injuries and illnesses and diseases and miscarriages 
directly caused by the various toxic types of COVID-19 injections.

This rapidly evolving international criminal conspiracy to foist an extremely hazardous ‘vaccine’ upon
the entire planetary civilization is completely without precedent.  But what makes it a truly genocidal
crime wave washing over the planet is the extraordinary intention to enforce such a comprehensive
and complex cover-up of the never-ending crime spree.

To date, there are countless proven cases of deaths, injuries and illness which have occurred right
after people have received the different Covid jabs.

Despite the overwhelming evidence of the lethality of the so-called COVID-19 vaccines, nations
everywhere proceed to kill and/or injure their citizens, and then cover up these medical events known
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euphemistically as iatrogenic death and illness.

What type of utterly satanic entity is running this extremely nefarious OPERATION COVID JAB that
literally murders people at will, and then employs the mainstream media to systematically cover up the
global genocide?!   Just WOW ! ! !

In point of fact, OPERATION COVID JAB is the greatest attempt to depopulate the planet and
debilitate the remaining inhabitants ever undertaken by The Powers That Be.  As follows:

OPERATION COVID JAB is now in full swing.

And there appears to be nothing that can stop this slow-motion genocide scheme that’s
rolling across the planet like an out-of-control juggernaut.

Therefore, the best that people everywhere can do is to protect themselves and loved ones
from the rapidly burgeoning and extremely perilous Super Vaccination Agenda à la COVID-
19.

The Powers That Be have quite obviously planned out THE GREAT SCAMDEMIC over
several decades. Their main mission is twofold: (i) Depopulation and (ii) Debilitation.
(Source: OPERATION COVID JAB: The Stealthy Genocidal Scheme to Depopulate the 
Planet and Enslave Humanity)

It’s as though the more COVID-19 vaccine recipients who are killed, the greater the resolve by virtually
every government on Earth to force these toxic Covid shots on their citizens.

Truly, the world community of nations has been transformed into a global Nazi-like vaccine experiment
where the noxious vaccinations are quite predictably either fatal or injurious; and yet there is no
culpability rightly assigned to the murderous Big Pharma manufacturers and their many Government-
Medical Complex co-conspirators.

Deadly Vaccines

First, it’s of paramount importance to understand that the various Covid injections are not vaccines. 
They are a highly experimental and risky shots being injected on citizenries everywhere and WITHOUT
INFORMED CONSENT.  That alone makes this unrivaled crime against humanity project an immense
conspiracy to commit genocide.

In other words, if folks knew what exactly they were being injected with, they would never — EVER —
agree to taking such dangerous shots.

Rolling out such an untested and unsafe ‘vaccination’ program worldwide is the height of medical
hubris and governmental recklessness.  Beyond that, such a transparently bioengineered bioweapon
represents a worldwide genocidal enterprise on a scale without parallel in human history.

And, it’s the ongoing cover-up of the growing number of deaths and vaccine-induced diseases that
permits the Covid criminals to keep it going, as inconceivable and malevolent as it is.
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MSM: Weapons of Mass Deception

Why, pray tell, does any populace, anywhere, submit itself so willingly to the Covid Super Vaccination 
Agenda unless two stealthy MOs are being routinely employed by the genocidal maniacs.

First, the mainstream media (MSM) has deliberately and grossly misrepresented
the most relevant facts regarding this fabricated pandemic which serves to elicit
a fear-based response from the people.  The MSM is especially withholding vital
information and data regarding both the true nature and safety of these Covid
injections.

Secondly, now that the fake vaccines are being administered 24/7 around the
globe, the hard evidence is pouring in about the exceedingly high mortality and
injury rates, which are then covered up by the MSM.  The more vaccine deaths
and disease that result the more the MSM double down on the necessity for every
human to be injected post-haste.

Were it not for these two key elements of this quickly unfolding genocide, very few people would have
given in to the exceptionally aggressive campaign to VACCINATE EVERYONE IN SIGHT.

KEY POINT: The amount of official published data regarding the confirmed COVID-19 deaths and
injuries is already very alarming, and yet we know from historical reporting that these statistics are but
a fraction of the actual numbers of what are essentially medicides (murder by the medical system) and
medical rapes (assault by injection without informed consent).  That’s because so many vaccine
victims either never report the jab-related consequences; or they’re dead and therefore purposely
ignored by the iatrogenic statisticians.

Conclusion

It really is incumbent upon every person who is aware of this genocidal scheme and massive cover-up
to expose it however, whenever, wherever they can.
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The more family members and friends and neighbors and business associates who give in to the
constant full-court press to be vaccinated with the harmful Covid injections, the more community-wide
misery and untold challenges for everyone involved.

In other words, the perpetrators of both the pandemic-spreading OPERATION COVID-19 and vaccine-
administering OPERATION COVID JAB know full well that all of humanity is soon to be plunged into
an immense global health disaster of epic proportions.

In this way, the perps have planned for a massive incapacitated swath of humanity to be cared for by
the unvaccinated segment.  What better way to tie up folks everywhere who will then have no time or
energy or resources or will to take on the power elite who only want to murder or enslave us.

At the end of the day, what all of humankind is really experiencing is a global war being waged by the
dastardly 00.000001% against the unaware 99.999999%.  For if the average person was aware of
lethality of the Covid jabs, they would avoid them like the plague—the Covid plague.

Please, post this warning and send it out everywhere so that as many folks as possible will read it. 
Lives, and especially the quality of lives, greatly depend upon informed consent for any and all Covid
vaccines, injections, shots and jabs going forward.

Bottom Line: The incorrigible cabal of criminally insane psychopaths who are behind this depop
endeavor have implemented the scheme without an opportunity for authentic INFORMED CONSENT. 
This act of intentional negligence alone constitutes a crime against humanity on the same order as
those outlined by the Nuremberg Code.
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